HENNA EYEBROW TINT - APPLICATION INSTRUCTIONS
1.

Into the mixing tray, shake /squeeze out a small amount of powder from the selected colour.

2.

You should require no more powder than approx. half of your little-finger nail.

3.

Fill the small dropper bottle with a little bit of clean warm water (for mixing with Henna Powder)

4.

Taking the small dropper, fill from clean water supply then carefully add to your henna in the mixing tray drop-by-drop
until henna comes to the right consistency. This should become a ‘wet’ paste that can be easily applied to the brow
with a brush.

5.

Leave the henna for approx. 1-2 minutes in your mixing tray to start the colour development.

6.

Before application, ensure you have mixed all powder & the henna is a thin ‘liquid’ type paste.

7.

To create the desired shape, apply henna to the eyebrows with an angled brush. You can apply henna ‘under’ the
eyebrows to achieve the full desired result for your client(s).

8.

If you go outside the area you want to tint, remove quickly with wet microbrush or cotton bud.

9.

Leave the henna paste for approx. 20-30 minutes for the full colour to develop on the eyebrows.

10. While the colour is developing you can continue with Lash Tinting, Waxing/Threading the Brows.
11. Check how the colour is processing at around 7-10 minutes as some skin types may absorb colour more quickly than
others. If needed, re-apply.
12. The dried henna paste (similar to mud) can be easily removed by brushing with a disposable mascara wand. To tidy any
leftover henna on skin simply wipe away with damp cotton wool.
13. If a darker result was required, therapist can re-apply another light coat of Henna Tint. This is best achieved by brushing
additional paste through the brow hairs. This should not be noticeable so that the additional henna can then be left on
for the rest of the day or overnight.
Notes: If you are worried about applying henna outside the desired area with application, you can simply apply a barrier-cream
around the brow line. If providing Henna Treatment in conjunction with facials, it is advised to conduct the Henna treatment last.
This will prevent any massage, masks, peels etc. from removing the skin stain.
The resulting colour changes should be noticeable for around 5-7 days often longer.
This product includes Lawsonia Inermis, Indigofera Tinctoris, Tulsi, Brahmi, other Ayurvedic Herbs. In addition other ingredients
include Citric Acid, Barium Peroxide & Para-Phenylendiamine (PPD). In powder form and after dilution PPD content is under 2%.
Para-Phenylendiamine (PPD) containing preparations may cause serious inflammation of the skin in some cases and so a
preliminary patch test should be carried out to determine whether or not special sensitivity exists. For carrying out the test,
cleanse a small area of skin behind the ear or on the inner surface of the forearm using either soap & water or alcohol. Prepare a
small quantity of the paste and apply ot the area letting it dry. After 24 hours, wash the area gently with soap and water and if
no irritation or inflammation is apparent, it can be assumed that no hyper-sensitivity to the product exists.

WARNING – NOT TO BE USED ON EYELASHES! SENSETIVITY TEST RECOMMENDED 24 HOURS PRIOR
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